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anomalousmassby the relationship
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where Ag is an N x 1 column vector of residualgravity anom-

alies,P is an N x M matrix of partial derivatives
(P• = -G

Ap A• coso•kj/r•2),
andAbis an M x 1 vectorof thickness
corrections

•

to the anomalous

mass.

For N > M, (10) can be treated as a least squaresproblem
and inverted by any number of methods [-e.g.,Lawson and
Hanson, 1974-] to obtain the correctionsto the thickness of
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Fig. 3. Schematiccrosssectionof the crust and upper mantle,
illustratinghow the assumptionof premareisostasyis usedto constrain the distribution of anomalous mass in lunar mare regions.We

use equation (6) and the observedtopographyh to constrainthe
thicknesst of mare basalt and the depth d to the Moho in mare
blocks.The seismicallydeterminedcrustalthicknessin the vicinity of

the Apollo 12 and 14 landingsitesservesasa reference
section.

anomalous

mass in each block.

These corrections

are then

added to the mass thicknesses in the crustal model from the

prior iteration, subjectto the constraintof premare isostasy,
imposedwhere applicable,to separatethe contributionsfrom
Moho relief and mare fill. After each iteration the global
datum DM for Moho relief is adjustedto meet the constraint
on crustal thickness inferred

from seismic measurements

for

the regionof the Apollo 12 and 14 landingsites.Finally, a new

Bougueranomalyfield •calcis computedfrom the adjusted
regionsof ancientpremarestructureand thin mare fill in the
OceanusProcellarum-Mare Cognitum area, it is reasonable
to assumethat the degreeof isostasyin the region is nearly
complete.We thereforeadopt a 55-km-thicklayer of nonmare
crustal material of density Pc as the standard sectionfor (6).
With this assumptionthe model for the nearsidecrustalstructure developedin this studyautomaticallymatchesthe crustal
thicknessin the vicinity of the Apollo 12 and 14 landingsites.

model using(3)-(5), the rms residualgravity anomaly is determined from (7), and the inversionprocessis repeateduntil the
rms residual convergesto a minimum.
We impose one additional constraint on blocks in mare
regions. If the Bouguer anomaly over a mare block is sufficiently small, the premare isostasyconstraint may not be
consistent with a finite thickness of basalt. Therefore, if the

adjustmentto the basalt thicknesswithin a mare block forces
the total mare thickness to fall below 250 m, the constraint of

tial estimate of the crustal structure. The criterion used to
determine a best fit model is the minimization of the root-

premareisostasyfor that block is relaxedand the basaltthicknessis held constantat 250 m for the remainingiterations.
A substantialsavingsin computation time and core storage
was achievedby filling the matrix P only with those partial
derivativesassociatedwith the block directly below the observation point and the eight surroundingblocks. This approximation is equivalent to assumingthat the residual anomaly
above a given block is causedonly by errors in the adopted

mean-squareresidualgravity anomaly:

thicknesses of the anomalous

Inversionfor Crustal Structure

To determine the Moho configuration and thicknessof
mare basalt on the lunar nearside, we invert the Bouguer

anomaly data, subjectto the adopted assumptionsand constraints. The inversion schemeiteratively improves on an ini-

mass in the nine nearest blocks.

The resultingpartial derivative matrix is then sparseand can
be
easily manipulated into a diagonally dominant form. We
rmsresidual
= y,.(•/no•_ qn
k=l
solve for the vector Ab of thicknesscorrectionsby converting
obs
the matrix P to upper triangular form by using a series of
where N is the number of gravity anomaly observations,•/n
is thekth observed
gravityanomaly,and•/n•a•is thekth grav- Householdertransformationsapplied to sequentiallyaccumuity anomalycalculatedfrom the blockmodelusingthe nonlin- lated rows [Lawson and Hanson, 1974, pp. 207-311-l.
ear formulationsgiven in (3)-(5).
GRAVITY AND TOPOGRAPHIC DATA
At each iteration in the inversion scheme,(3)-(5) are approximatedby a linear relation betweenthe Bouguergravity
The inversion procedure described above to determine
anomalyand the thicknessof anomalousmasswithin a block: crustaland upper mantle structurewould be straightforwardif

N

calc)2/N (7)
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the free air anomaly and topography were known everywhere

(8) on the moon within a well-prescribeduncertainty. Such, un-

fortunately, is not the case.Information on the lunar gravity

wherebj is thetotalthickness
of theanomalous
mass(Moho field is derived from measurementsof Doppler shifts in the
uplift plus mare fill) in thejth block, Ap is the densitycontrast frequencyof radio transmissionsalong a line-of-sight(LOS)

between
theblockandthesurrounding
crust(0.5g/cm3),
Aj is

direction

between the earth and a satellite in orbit about the

the surfaceareaof thejth block,rkj is the vectorbetweenthe moon. High-frequencyvariations in these Doppler observakth observationpoint and the centerof massof all anomalous tions contain a signature of gravity anomaliesarising from

massin thejth block,and •kj is the angleat the observation near-surfaceheterogeneitiesin density.To extract this signapointbetween
rkjandthedownward
vertical.Fromthelinear ture, the effect of orbital parameterson the LOS Doppler data

relation
(8) between
•]k
calc
andbj it follows
thatAgn= gnca•cmust
_ qnobs
can be linked to perturbationsin the thicknessof

be removed or modeled. The estimation of a representationof the free air gravity field over a significantarea of

